Influence of soluble fibrin on reaction kinetics of plasmin type 1 and type 2 with alpha2-antiplasmin.
This study investigates, by slow binding kinetics methods, reaction kinetics of both plasmin types 1 and 2 with alpha -antiplasmin in the presence of increasing concentrations of either epsilon-amino-caproic acid (EACA) or soluble fibrin. All curves of plasmin-alpha -antiplasmin interaction followed the same pattern, indicating reversible slow binding inhibition with an initial loose complex and a following tight complex. Without soluble fibrin or EACA, differences between plasmin types 1 and 2 could be seen in the initial loose complex formation. The presence of increasing concentrations of EACA slowed down the first step of the reaction (without any effect on the second step), resulting in increasing values for K. Plasmin type 1 demonstrated a steep slope of K at an EACA concentration of 1 mmol/l. In plasmin type 2, the increase of K started at higher EACA concentrations. The value for K at a high EACA concentration (100 mmol/l) was the same for both plasmin types. In contrast to EACA, increasing concentrations of soluble fibrin slowed down both reaction steps. At high concentrations of soluble fibrin, the inhibitory effect of alpha -antiplasmin was almost completely abolished. Our data demonstrate that the effect of soluble fibrin and the lysine analogue EACA on plasmin-antiplasmin reactions are different and that the use of lysine analogues does not mimic fibrin in laboratory analyses of plasmin inhibition. In addition, our data indicate theoretical differences between plasmin type 1 and plasmin type 2, when used for local thrombolytic therapy.(2) (2) (i initial) (i initial) (i initial) (i initial) (2)